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“Earthrise” from Apollo 8.  Taken by NASA Astronaut Bill Anders
(December 24th, 1968)



The Sustainability Index:

Measure and improve the environmental impact of all consumer goods 

Media Headlines from July 16th, 2009

“At Walmart, Labeling to Reflect Green Intent”

“Walmart to Assign New Green Ratings”

“Walmart to Create Eco-Ratings for Products”

“What will Walmart’s Sustainability Index Look Like”

“Walmart Developing Audacious Sustainability Index

for Every Product It Sells”

“Walmart’s Environmental Game Changer”

“Walmart Unveils Ambitious Eco-Friendly Program”

“Walmart Index to Rate Products’ Environmental Impact”



The world needs more actionable
information to make better decisions



1) Data.  “Effective water resources management needs more and better data.”

2) Technology.  “Key to enabling and accelerating progress…includes…smart 

technologies supported by information technology can effectively improve all 

aspects of water resources…”

3) Stakeholder collaboration. “Multi-stakeholder partnerships can unlock potential. 

Sharing, accessing and adapting solutions takes cooperation.  Multi-stakeholder 

partnerships, at the national, regional and global levels, can bring actors together 

from the public and private sectors, civil society and academia...”

Synthesis Report on
Water and Sanitation

September 2018
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“Improving governance is one of the main challenges to increasing water security.”  

“Assessing and improving governance are therefore essential steps in developing 
programmes that aim to achieve the SDG 6 targets.  

Data underpin good water governance.”

Synthesis Report on
Water and Sanitation

September 2018



We need an integrated view to game the extremes and help those most vulnerable.

IWRM - Integrated Water Resources Management
A process which promotes the coordinated development and management of water, land 

and related resources, in order to maximize the resultant economic and social welfare in an 
equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems.
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India

Water Tool

Freshwater

Health Index

National/Basin Tools

(Examples)

Ganga River

Basin Planning

COMPASS

There are currently MANY available water tools, especially from NGO led multi-stakeholder efforts…



There are currently MANY available water tools, especially from NGO led multi-stakeholder efforts…

Water Risk Filter

Urban Water

Blueprint Global Surface

Water Explorer

Aqueduct
Global Tools

(Examples)

…plus many other private sector tools using innovative technologies

(AI/machine learning, remote sensing, etc.) often focused on specific point problems



Water tools needed at all scales.  Fit for purpose.
Not just a portfolio, but coherence to change the whole system.

LocalGlobal
Resolution

Water tools needed at all scales, including local

Global/Basin

Value in Decision Making

• Global monitoring/tracking/advocacy

• Basin management

• Transboundary issues

• National policy 

Most current water tools
are focused at global 

and more recently basin scale

Biggest gap: Very few local scale 
tools today (beyond point solutions).

What’s most needed: 
local and scalable

Local

Value in Decision Making

• Managing local infrastructure systems

• Sub-basin resource allocations

• Local demand management (urban/rural)

• Local supply augmentation



Future of Water Data Tools: 
Greater Functionality

Future

→ Built for, and in collaboration with, actual decision makers.
Valuable because it improves specific decisions

Past

Decision MakingData Visualization

Multiple SolutionsSingle Solution

Dynamic Recommendations (cause and effect)Static Analysis

Multiple Stakeholders (community view)Single Stakeholder

Multiple Tools (interoperable; diffuse innovation)Single Tool (standalone)

Multiple Benefit (including financials)Single Benefit (hydrology only)



2. User Driven Scenarios
3. Multiple Solutions

4. Dynamic Recommendation 5. Quantified Benefits

1. Decision Making



What is the “Google Maps” for Water?

Technology axiom: Build it once, then drive down marginal cost to near zero
→ to get exponential scaling



1) Where and When.  Mismatch of precipitation availability and use

a) Spatial: 2/3rd falls in the North, 2/3rd used in Central/South

b) Temporal: 2/3 falls in the Winter, 2/3rd used in Spring/Summer

California: Case Example of Water Challenges

2) Competing Demands.  Agriculture, municipal, industrial and environmental uses

3) Politics and laws. Patchwork of laws and regulations. Hundreds of local water 

authorities

4) Droughts and Floods.  A tale of two extremes.  Droughts exacerbate decades of 

chronic groundwater overdraft, leading to $B’s in agriculture losses and jobs



What if California could capture excess 
flood waters to recharge depleted aquifers, 

thus alleviating inevitable droughts?



“To scale up Flood-MAR in California is a moonshot. 

This is because of the needed coordination of work, 
alignment of institutions/regulation, collaboration among 

water sectors, and bundling of funding sources.”

Mr. Kamyar Guivetchi, 
Integrated Water Resources Management
CA Department of Water Resources



“There is no silver bullet to our water problems, 
only silver buckshot.”

Ms Felicia Marcus,
Board Member 
California State Water Resources Control Board



What is Flood-MAR?

Using high flows from rainfall or snowmelt
for managed aquifer recharge

on agricultural lands, working landscapes,
and natural managed lands

Nature-Based Solutions
Mitigate Flood Risk while Reconnecting California’s Floodplains



Flood-MAR
What’s Required to Implement?

Source

Water

Conveyance Site

Suitability

Recharge

Method

Groundwater

Use

• High flows

• Reservoir 

reoperations

• Timing and 

quantify of 

flows

• Existing 

• New

• Soil

• Crop suitability

• Aquifer 

characteristics

• Water quality

• On-farm 

recharge

• Fallow

• Dedicated 

basin

• In-lieu

• Injection

• Extraction

• Beneficial use

• Replenish/ 

restoration

Infrastructure and Hydrogeology

(Physical System)

Cost/Benefit

Analysis

• Benefits and 

beneficiaries

• Costs and 

impacts

• Agreements

• Social impact 

(disadvantaged 

communities)

• Environmental 

impact

Financial and

Multi-Benefit

Governance and 

Coordination

Funding and

Incentives

• Legal/ 

regulatory

• Landowner 

willingness

• Local system 

needs

• Partnerships 

• Coordination 

and operations

• Funding

• Incentives or 

compensation

• Recharge 

quantification

Institutions

(Human System)



In developing economies, the stakes are higher and the challenge harder.
But the impact we can all have is tremendous.

WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme report: 2.1 billion people worldwide lack access to safe, 
readily available water at home.  663 million people are using unsafe drinking water.



Future of Water Data Tools

Future

Multiple Solutions and Multiple Benefit are needed to change the system.
Behavior change impossible without viable paths and sufficient incentives.

Past

Decision MakingData Visualization

Multiple SolutionsSingle Solution

Dynamic Recommendations (cause and effect)Static Analysis

Multiple Stakeholders (community view)Single Stakeholder

Multiple Tools (interoperable; diffuse innovation)Single Tool (standalone)

Multiple Benefit (including financials)Single Benefit (hydrology only)



Irrigation

Efficiency

Aquifer

Recharge

Water Tools: Multiple Solutions

Tools must generate a portfolio investment view.
Compare the local impacts and benefits of multiple different solutions, simultaneously

Wastewater

Treatment

Water Access
Legal and

Regulatory

Water Planning, 

Policies, and

Management
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Figure 21.   How SDG 6 can bring immense benefits for Sustainable Development

Water Tools: Multiple Benefit



Credit: World Bank Photo Collection



What is the World Bank’s 
water global practice “moonshot”?

Credit: World Bank Photo Collection



Thank you.
Glen Low

glen@earthgenome.org


